Comparison of a passive aerosol sampler to size-selective pump samplers in indoor environments.
The objective of this work was to investigate the ability of the Wagner-Leith passive aerosol sampler to measure indoor exposures over periods of 24 hours to 2 weeks. An automated analysis technique was developed so that lower aerosol concentrations could be sampled over shorter time periods. A test of the new analytical method against a manual method showed good agreement. The passive sampler was tested alongside three pump-operated, size-selective samplers in indoor environments. Generally, good correlation with the active samplers was observed. Correlation with a personal impactor with uncoated substrates was not statistically significant, but the cyclone, MS&T impactor, and overall correlations had R(2) values of 0.73-0.88. Combining these data with a previous study produced an R(2) of 0.96 between passive and active results. Large discrepancies (up to 147%) between passive and personal impactor results were observed and were attributed to particle bounce in the impactor, passive sampler imprecision due to few collected fine particles, and problems with detection of organic particles in the passive sampler. The Wagner-Leith sampler has now been tested over five orders of magnitude in mass concentration, in which it has proved useful for obtaining aerosol size distributions, mass fractions, qualitative elemental analysis, and morphology of individual particles. The sampler has several limitations, including increased sensitivity to contamination when fewer particles are collected, uncertainties in sampling semi-volatile particles, and the need for some expertise and expense to analyze the passive samples.